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BCQS is the longest serving cost consultancy firm in the 
property, development and construction industry across 
Latin America and the Caribbean. With nearly fifty years of 
experience in over thirty countries, BCQS has built on its 
reputation as the leading independent multi-disciplinary 
consultancy of its kind in the region, accompanied by its close 
allegiance with the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors. 

With an ever increasing and diversifying client base, new 
and challenging commissions, and a wealth of regional in-
house expertise, this report continues to provide a valuable 
guide on construction costs and trend forecasts throughout 
the region.

As our depth of information and knowledge increases, 
our 2016 issue continues to develop fundamental and 
invaluable past and future trend pattern information.  

As a company, we continue to be rewarded by the positive 
feedback from our Clients and industry exponents, 
demonstrating that this report continues to be a valuable 
preliminary data source to fellow construction professionals, 
builders, established and first time developers, lending 
institutions and indeed any entity with an interest in, or 
reason to follow, the Latam and Caribbean construction 
industry.

In a continuation of our previous proforma, we remain 
focused on ten key Caribbean jurisdictions where BCQS 
has offices or those that hold an affiliated presence, these 
being the Bahamas, Barbados, British Virgin Islands, 
Cayman Islands, Jamaica, St. Lucia, Trinidad and Tobago, 
Turks and Caicos Islands, St. Maarten and Curacao. Within 
Latam, once again we review Brazil and Colombia and for 
the first time Panama is also included.

By utilizing data from these strategic locations, we strongly 
believe that it is possible to identify trend patterns and 
benchmarking indices for the markets through the diversity 
of the sample group, which can then be applied to the 
region as a whole.

Our offices in Colombia and Panama continue to flourish 
amongst the demands of the South American market, 
although Brazil has suffered from widely publicised political 
and economic issues. Overall the Latam market is known at 
times to be turbulent and challenging, but it continues to be 
potentially poised for explosive growth in many countries.

Venezuela’s woes continue to be well documented in the 
international press, whilst Chile and Peru receive mainly 
positive news, as does Argentina now that a change in 
political power has taken place. 

Past and current BCQS commissions for Credit Suisse, 
Bloomberg, Fox Sports, Scotiabank, Unilever and the like, 
continue to demonstrate the appeal of Latam to blue chip 
multi nationals.

This year in our Latin American review, we have concentrated 
on providing a review of the Brazilian, Colombian and 
Panamanian markets.

In respect of the Caribbean market and in keeping with our 
previous reports, we have refrained from commenting on 
specialised construction markets such as Puerto Rico, the 
French West Indies, Cuba, and Haiti, as we believe these 
may not be an accurate reflection of the region as a whole, 
be this through direct ties to other markets or constitutional 
obligations segregating them from the remainder of the 
Caribbean market.  

The indices of this report provide escalation costs for 
building materials, plant and labour to reflect market trends 
and forecasts, which are then used to drive general square 
foot or per square meter budget costs on various property 
types.  Similarly, our report also extends to provide some 
guidance in local and regional sales and rentals values.

In an attempt to provide the reader of the report with a fuller 
understanding of the Caribbean marketplace and add depth 
to the construction and property data, we have collated 
useful information in relation to government statistics, cost 
of living factors, and tourist sources and numbers, all of 
which should greatly assist developers/lenders/builders in 
assessing the initial viability of any chosen project.

Whilst many would concur that there is a mass of diverse and 
varied data that is available across the region, accessing 

Foreword

BCQS International is pleased to present 
the 2016 edition of our Latin American 
and Caribbean Construction Market 
Trend Report. In this, our fifth issue, 
we continue to review a selection of 
Latam markets and observe past trends 
throughout the Caribbean region and 
forecast potential patterns for growth in 
2017 and beyond as we continue along 
the road to global economic recovery. 

and consolidating these into a single usable format can 
be costly, time consuming and prone to errors.  For these 
reasons, BCQS identified the need to unite this as one 
combined data source, in order to provide an informative, 
accurate and concise presentation of construction costs 
which will allow both existing and potential Clients alike, the 
convenience to make educated decisions at the feasibility 
stage of their projects.

Client feedback continues to be overwhelmingly positive 
and therefore, we are delighted to keep delivering this 
report on what we hope will be an invaluable preliminary 
source of construction data, ultimately aimed at promoting 
more informed development decision making through the 
Caribbean and Latin America.
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Recent reports by the International Monetary Fund and 
World Bank indicate the region is at a turning point and 
whilst both external and domestic conditions have improved 
after a rough start to the year, the outlook for the region is 
still uncertain.

The IMF reports that commodity prices have recovered 
from the February 2016 trough, but they are still expected 
to remain low for the foreseeable future. This has been 
accompanied by a break or even a reversal in the large 
exchange rate depreciations in some of the largest 
economies in the region. Most recently, the UK referendum 
on Brexit led to a sharp increase in volatility in global financial 
markets, particularly in equity prices and exchange rates. 
While direct trade exposures of countries in the Caribbean 
to the UK are small, averaging only 1% of total exports, the 
region is exposed to the broader slowdown, through trade 
and financial linkages and fickle investor sentiment. At the 
same time, however, a more gradual pace of monetary 
normalization in the United States, with compressed U.S. 
term premium, should help contain funding cost pressures 
for both the public and private sectors.

Taking all of this into account the growth outlook for the 
Caribbean for 2016 and 2017 has been revised up modestly 
by 0.1 percentage points relative to earlier forecasts and 
is now estimated to be 3.4% for 2016 and 3.5% for 2017, 
following on from the 3.9% experienced in 2015.

Similarly the World Bank opines that the windfall from the 
global commodities boom has faded while the regions 
governments face increased social expectations from 
an emerging middle class that is more connected, more 
involved, and demanding more. The region’s economy is 
forecast to further grow in 2017 and continue expanding in 
2018, but that will largely depend on the strength of external 
markets and the capacity to address macroeconomic 
challenges.

Domestic markets and domestic demand are no longer 
sufficient to fuel growth now that the commodity windfall is 
gone. External demand and shifting resources to the export 

economy are needed. Many Caribbean countries are already 
beginning to do this by looking to international economic 
ties as a potential source of stable growth. Crucial to this 
transformation will be complementing regional integration 
with global integration efforts. 

Restoring economic growth and investing in people will 
be key to preserving and further boosting the economic 
and social transformations that the region has undergone. 
In particular, investment in education quality will play an 
extremely important role in allowing the poor to contribute 
to, and benefit from, future economic growth. Additional 
emphasis should be placed on building skills and reducing 
obstacles to economic activity, such as poor infrastructure 
and inflexible labour or financial regulations.

A recent report by the Caribbean Development Bank 
highlighted that unemployment is still a major concern 
across much of the region and in fact youth unemployment 
is among the highest in the world. Many Caribbean countries 
continue to experience double-digit unemployment rates. 
In St. Lucia, despite recent economic growth and a number 
of targeted government programs, unemployment fell only 
slightly to 24.1%. Unemployment has fallen in Jamaica and 
Barbados due to an economic recovery and in the Bahamas 
the average unemployment rate for 2015 was improved over 
2014, although this average masks the 2,000 construction 
worker lay-offs from the Baha Mar project.
After five years of sustained growth in the all important 
tourism sector, the first eight months of 2016 have 
witnessed declines in all three key performance indicators, 
occupancy, average daily rate and revenue per available 
room, when compared to the first eight months of 2015. 
It is generally accepted within the Caribbean hospitality 
industry that the threat posed by the Zika virus has been 
single handedly responsible for the reversal in fortune of 
the tourism sector.

Our research has shown a collective year-on-year average 
decrease in construction costs across our sample data 
of -2.78%. From our analysis, we can determine that 
Contractors are maintaining reduced profit margins and are 
also passing on material price reductions driven by lower 
commodity pricing levels, whilst labour rates generally 
have increased slightly. Using reliable commodities 
pricing forecasts to predict the construction costs for each 
jurisdiction moving forward, we have ascertained that low 
single digit increases in construction costs are likely to 
occur across the region in 2017, however certain smaller 
locations could become more subject to greater fluctuations 
where legislative change or commencement of projects 
have a more direct impact on the country at large.

Market Overview

Despite a challenging start to 2016 
for the Caribbean further economic 
growth is expected, provided the 
negative impact of both external 
macroeconomic factors and the Zika 
virus can be managed and mitigated.

In conclusion, the overall economic recovery of the region 
remains fragile. Economic growth in 2015 did not keep 
pace with 2014 growth and forecasts for 2016 are subject 
to significant uncertainty. The outlook for such small open 
economies must include what is happening elsewhere 
in the world. A number of interlinked developments have 
collectively raised concern over future economic recovery 
in the region. These developments include the slowdown 
in China, persistently low commodity prices, uncertainty 
in the Eurozone post Brexit, the ongoing reduction of 
Correspondent Banking Relationships, (CBR’s), in the 
region and the impact of Zika on the tourism industry. In 
addition, consideration must be given to the perennial risks 
of natural disasters and other weather related challenges, 
such as those witnessed in Haiti and the Bahamas in the 
wake of Hurricane Matthew. 

However, despite all of the above concerns the Caribbean 
continues to attract tourists in the tens of millions every 
year and provided the region’s governments continue 
to recognize the importance of tourism, and invest in 
upgrading the infrastructure needed to support further 
growth in the hospitality sector, the region should continue 
to experience positive economic growth and prosperity in 
the long term.
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Our 2016 research shows that in terms of basic 
material, labour and plant unit rates, construction costs 
increased in all jurisdictions surveyed, most noticeably 
in the Bahamas, Turks and Caicos and St. Maarten with 
increases of 7.87%, 7.80% and 7.05% respectively, 
whilst the smallest increases were seen in the Cayman 
Islands at 1.04% and the British Virgin Islands at 1.56%.

With the benefit of hindsight our previous forecasts for 
declining construction costs up to 2015, followed by a 
period of growth, now seem somewhat optimistic. Our 
current research shows costs continuing to decline 
through the end of 2016 with the turnaround now 
projected to generate positive growth from early 2017.

Global and regional markets continue to take stock of 
the current and forecasted climates and consequently 
we still envisage that the property and construction 
industries will be forced into measures to keep their 
markets moving and generating income.

For the most part, key construction costs have remained 
relatively constant across our sample group during the 
past twelve months, with all jurisdictions recording 
year-on-year escalation in the range of -2 to -3%, with 
an average net change of -2.78% across the whole 
group since 2015.

Profit margins whilst generally remaining reasonably 
aggressive and competitive have increased in four of 
the jurisdictions surveyed with the other six remaining 
as per our last report. Only two jurisdictions are now 
reporting single digit margins of 7% and 8% for Turks 
& Caicos and the British Virgin Islands respectively. 
The Bahamas now leads the way with margins reported 
of 15%, however this may be a direct result of the 
overheated construction market brought about by 
the Baha Mar mega project that actually suspended 
construction in June 2015. Recent reports out of the 
Bahamas suggest the project will be recommencing 
soon with a revised completion date sometime during 
2017. Taking these factors into consideration, along 
with the average net year-on-year change of -2.78%, 

we can clearly observe that for most jurisdictions 
construction costs are still being somewhat squeezed 
in order to secure the limited work available, although 
our present forecasts predict this squeeze will ease 
slightly in 2017 and beyond.

Many factors influence construction costs across the 
Caribbean region, including geographic makeup, 
accessibility, infrastructure, size and taxation. Build 
quality will also be influenced by the Client base, local 
skill base and accessibility to resources.  Build quality 
plays a major role and is not only restricted to a change 
in finishing materials or local standards. Changes 
in building technology and the quality of standard 
finishes can vary drastically between semi-skilled, 
skilled and professionally trained tradesmen, making 
an acceptable product in one jurisdiction subpar for 
another, a factor which must be duly considered when 
using this data.

Following the examination of our findings for 2016 
and our current projections through 2017, we can 
deduce that there is unlikely to be very much change 
in construction costs over the medium term, with net 
average growth forecast not to exceed 5% across the 
sample through the end of 2017. As a consequence 
for those with liquidity and a desire to develop, the 
time to make a move could be now. With land and 
property prices now beginning to turn the corner in 
most jurisdictions and others not too far behind, an 
aggressive buyer and heavily motivated seller may 
provide the perfect final piece to the puzzle in many 
development scenarios.

Our 2016 issue continues to show a 
trend of construction cost disparity 
across the region and once again the 
rates of escalation have failed to show 
any uniformity.

Summarised Findings
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Notes:
1. Source: The World Factbook 2016. Washington, DC: Central Intelligence Agency, 2016 . https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/index.html
2. TCI Source: Turks & Caicos Statistics, The Statistical Office, South Base Grand Turk, Turks & Caicos Islands. http://www.sppdtci.com/ 
3. Indicators such as water, electricity and especially gasoline are all subject to fluctuations but are indicators of cost levels at the time of writing. Where figures vary depending on value or type of goods or services, such as 
import duty on building materials, or stamp duty on property transfer, then a medium average has been calculated.
4. Currency exchange rates are for general information purposes only and are subject to change at any time. Rates are valid as of October 2016.

General and Government Statistics

Cost of Living Indicators

Description Unit Bahamas Barbados BVI Cayman Curacao Jamaica St. Lucia St. 
Maarten Trinidad Turks & 

Caicos Avg

City Water US$/gallon  0.02  0.02  0.02  0.02  0.03  0.01  0.01  0.01  0.01  0.04 0.02 

Electricity US$/kwh  0.23  0.20  0.21  0.25  0.30  0.26  0.28  0.21  0.05  0.35 0.23 

Gasoline US$/US gallon  4.00  5.53  3.40  3.85  2.79  3.94  3.29  3.40  2.50  4.53 3.72 

Income tax, personal %/income 0.0% 33.5% 14.0% 0.0% 25.0% 33.0% 30.0% 24.0% 25.0% 0.0% 18%

Income tax, corporate %/income 0.0% 25.0% 0.0% 0.0% 34.5% 33.3% 33.3% 25.0% 25.0% 0.0% 18%

Import duty on building materials/ essential % (average) 35.0% 22.5% 12.5% 22.0% 15.5% 43.0% 30.0% 0.0% 20.0% 33.0% 24%

Import duty on luxury goods % (average) 55.0% 60.0% 20.0% 42.0% 32.0% 46.0% 75.0% 0.0% 30.0% 37.5% 40%

Stamp duty on property transfer % 10.0% 1.0% 12.0% 7.5% 4.0% 4.0% 2.0% 3.0% 5.0% 8.0% 6%

Real estate commission on property sale % 6.0% 5.0% 6.0% 6.0% 2.5% 5.0% 5.0% 7.0% 4.0% 6.0% 5%

Vendors tax on property transfer % (average) 0.0% 2.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 5.0% 3.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1%

Lawyers fees on property sale % 2.5% 2.0% 1.5% 0.5% 1.5% 3.5% 1.5% 2.0% 1.5% 1.0% 2%

Country
Local Currency
Exchange Rate

to US $1.00

Land 
Area

(Sq. Km.)

Capital 
City

Population
(2016 est.) Workforce GDP (PPP) 

(US$)  
GDP/ Capita

(US$)
Key Industries
(Exc. Construction)

Bahamas BSD 1.00 10,010 Nassau 327,316 196,900
(2013 est.)

$9.166bn
(2015 est.)

$25,200
(2015 est.) Tourism, Finance, Cement, Oil Shipping

Barbados BDS 2.00 430 Bridgetown 291,495 142,000
(2016 est.)

$4.636bn
(2015 est.)

$16,600
(2015 est.) Tourism, Sugar, Light Manufacturing

British Virgin Islands USD 1.00 151 Road Town 34,232 12,770
(2004 est.)

$500m
(2010 est.)

$42,300
(2010 est.) Tourism, Finance, Legal

Cayman Islands KYD 0.82 264 George Town 57,268
(2013 est.)

39000
(2007 est.)

$2.507bn
(2014 est.)

$43,800
(2004 est.) Tourism, Finance, Insurance

Curacao (Neth. Antilles) ANG 1.79 444 Willemstad 149,035 73,010
(2013 est.)

$3.128bn
(2012 est.)

$15,000
(2004 est.) Tourism, Petroleum Refinement, Petrol, Transhipment

Jamaica JMD 127.9 10,831 Kingston 2,970,340 1.309 m
(2015 est.)

$24.65bn
(2015 est.)

$8,800
(2015 est.) Tourism, Bauxite/ Aluminium, Agro-processing

St. Lucia XCD 2.71 606 Castries 164,464 79,700
(2012 est.)

$2.03bn
(2015 est.)

$11,700
(2015 est.) Tourism, Manufacturing, Agriculture

St. Maarten ANG 1.79 (Neth.) 34 Philipsburg 41,486
(2015 est.)

23,200
(2008 est.)

$365.8m
(2014 est.)

$66,800
(2014 est.) Tourism, Light Industrial/ Manufacturing, Heavy Industry

St. Martin EUR 0.90 (Fr.) 54.4 Marigot 31,949 17,300
(2008 est.)

$561.5m
(2005 est.)

$19,300
(2005 est.) Tourism, Light Industrial/ Manufacturing, Heavy Industry

Trinidad & Tobago TTD 6.69 5,128 Port of Spain 1,220,479 649,100
(2015 est.)

$45.19bn
(2015 est.)

$30,900
(2015 est.) Petroleum, Chemicals, Food Processing

Turks & Caicos* USD 1.00 948 Cockburn 
Town 37,910 25,437

(2016 est.)
$894m

(2015 est.)
24,353

(2015 est.) Tourism, Finance

The following charts are graphical representations of key regional cost of living indicators taken from the table on page 10.
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The following table demonstrates ‘stay over’ tourist figures for 2015:

Bahamas Barbados Cayman Islands Curacao Dominican Jamaica St. Lucia St. Maarten Total

2015 - 2016 By Market

United States No. Persons* 1,135,613 148,067 291,766 61,593 2,001,909 1,344,149 152,738 187,550 5,323,385

Canada No. Persons* 151,356 74,494 24,299 18,229 745,860 391,409 38,677 33,317 1,477,641

Europe No. Persons* 87,150 255,905 34,182 196,997 1,134,370 279,332 85,486 114,797 2,188,219

Other No. Persons*   97,689 113,406 35,132 191,623 1,717,720 108,152 68,007 80,426 2,412,155

Totals 1,471,808 591,872 385,379 468,442 5,599,859 2,123,042 344,908 416,090 11,401,400

Notes:
1. Source: Caaribbean Trends in the Hotel Industry 2016. Caribbean Tourism Organisation.
2. Please note that due to insufficient current information, data for the British Virgin Islands, Trinidad and Tobago and Turks and Caicos are not displayed.
3. Updated figures for St. Maarten tourists arrivals from USA and Canada were not available. The figures included are from 2014.

In keeping with the protocol established by our earlier reports 
we feel it is important to include a commentary and review of 
the hospitality sector within our Market Trend Report, given 
its significance to the economies of almost every Caribbean 
nation. By examining overall sector performance for 2015 and 
2016 to date, our aim is to determine both medium and long-
term prospects for growth in resort development.

Once again, in terms of the base empirical data, 2015 
provided a clear indication that the growth experienced 
annually since 2011 continued in 2015. The industry’s three 
key performance indicators all experienced positive growth 
in 2015 with occupancy up 1.4% to 68.8%, ADR, (average 
daily rate), up 4.6% to US$229.44 and RevPAR, (revenue per 
available room), up 6.0% to US$157.74. 

Results for the eight months ending 31st August 2016 show 
the previous trend reversing with occupancy down 3.5% to 
69.7%, ADR down 3.4% to US$228.03 and RevPAR down 
6.9% to US$158.88 for the same eight-month period in 2015. 
It is generally accepted within the Caribbean hospitality sector 
that the threat posed by the Zika virus has single handedly 
reversed the positive growth cycle of the last four years.

In terms of absolute ADR the Caribbean still has a little way to 
go to achieve the high of US$237.52 achieved in 2007. Once 
again in 2015 the luxury/upscale segment continues to be the 
strongest performer. 

The best performers, in terms of growth in the three key 
economic indicators for 2015 were Barbados, Curacao, 
Puerto Rico and the US Virgin Islands.

With respect to the total number of stay over tourists to the 
region through the end of 2015, the data currently available 
shows an increase in overall numbers of 5.5% over 2014. 
The four main ‘Feeder Markets’ of the United States, Canada, 
Europe and “Other” all posted positive growth for 2015. The 
United States still dominates the Caribbean tourist market, 
accounting for 45.1% of all arrivals.

The best performers in terms of growth in number of stay over 
tourists in 2015 were Aruba at 14.26%, Barbados at 13.90% 
and Cuba at 17.50%.

Again we must ask what does this all mean in terms of the 
economic drivers needed to fuel the resort development 
sector moving forward?

The steady growth experienced since 2011 should all be set 
against a backdrop of a ‘construction pipeline’ that all but 
ran dry, so whilst growth in the key economic indicators is 
positive, we must ask ourselves would any growth have been 

experienced if the pipeline had continued to run, albeit at a 
much reduced rate?

The last twenty four to thirty six months have witnessed a 
measured increase in room count, through a combination 
of new ground up developments and the refurbishment 
and repositioning of a number of existing assets. However, 
despite the increased inventory the three industry KPI’s have 
all continued to gain strength until the emergence of the ‘Zika 
factor’ in late 2015. 

Over the next twelve to twenty four months a significant amount 
of additional room inventory will be added in the Caribbean. 
The STR pipeline report for the Caribbean and Mexico, as of 
June 2016, reports 11,983 rooms under construction with an 
additional 28,580 under contract. Notable openings during 
the next twelve months include The Kimpton Seafire in Grand 
Cayman, Breathless in Jamaica, the Embassy Suites in St. Kitts, 
Secrets Cap Cana and the Bahia Principe in the Dominican 
Republic and the rebranding of the Viceroy Anguilla to a Four 
Seasons Resort and Private Residences.

Additionally, potentially the largest resort in the Caribbean 
to date, Baha Mar, on New Providence Island, Bahamas 
appears to be back on track. Subsequent to the June 2015 
bankruptcy filing by the original developer, the development 
has now been taken over by the contractor and bank, China 
Construction America Inc. and The Export Import Bank of 
China. When complete, the project will add 2,200 hotel rooms 
and 284 private residences operating under four brands. The 
latest intelligence indicates the resort should be open for 
business sometime in 2017.

As in previous reports airlift continued to provide challenges 
to the Caribbean tourism industry in 2016. Despite the global 
decline in oil prices, airfares continue to rise, driven by both 
the airlines and new and existing government levied taxes. As 
more new developments open for business the demand for 
airlift, to and from the Caribbean will continue to increase, but 
satisfying that demand at an affordable cost will continue to 
be the biggest challenge. 

On a more positive note the reduction in oil prices has led to 
a reduction in the cost of electricity for all Caribbean hotels 
which has ultimately helped increase the bottom line.

We can therefore conclude that the modest and measured 
recovery reported previously does appear to continue and 
provided demand can be maintained, at a rate equal to or 
greater than the supply pipeline, that recovery should continue 
for the foreseeable future, provided the impact of the Zika 
virus can be managed and mitigated. 

Tourism

The tourist sector charts illustrate year-on-year trends from each source market. By monitoring annual travel patterns, it is hoped 
that this will assist us in predicting potential ‘hot-spots’ for development, and correlate this information with fluctuating construction 
costs in a specific jurisdiction. Additionaly, the pie chart demonstrates the preferred travel destinations in 2015 per tourist sector. 
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Indicative Construction Costs (USD per Sq. Ft.) 

Item Bahamas Barbados BVI Cayman Curacao Jamaica St Lucia St Maarten Trinidad &
Tobago

Turks &
Caicos

DESCRIPTION 
* See Page 33   Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High

Residential high quality  240  390  230  390  220  360  240  400  170  290  180  300  180  290  190  320  260  430  270  440 

Residential medium quality 140 230  140  220  130  210  140  230  100  160  100  170  100  170  110  180  150  250  150  250 

Residential modest quality 110 170  100  170  100  160  110  180  80  130  80  130  80  130  90  140  120  190  120  190 

Offices, 1-3 storey, shell 130 210  120  200  120  190  130  210  90  150  100  160  90  150  100  170  140  230  140  230 

Offices, 1-3 storey,
inc. fitout 230 390  230  380  220  360  240  400  170  280  180  290  170  280  190  320  260  420  260  430 

High rise, 4 to 8 stories, 
shell 190 310  190  310  170  290  190  320  140  230  140  240  140  230  160  260  210  340  210  350 

High rise, 4 to 8 stories,
inc. fitout 290 480  280  470  260  440  290  480  210  340  220  360  210  350  230  390  310  520  320  530 

Specialist offices 300 490  290  480  270  450  300  500  210  350  220  370  220  360  240  400  320  530  330  550 

Storage or warehouse 
structures 70 110  60  100  60  100  70  110  50  80  50  80  50  80  50  90  70  120  70  120 

Retail, single-storey 110 180  110  180  100  160  110  180  80  130  80  140  80  130  90  150  120  200  120  200 

Hotels/ condos, 
five star urban 270 450  270  440  250  410  280  460  200  320  200  340  200  330  220  360  300  490  300  500 

Hotels/ condos, 
five star low-rise 290 480  280  470  260  440  290  480  210  340  220  360  210  350  230  390  310  520  320  530 

Hotels/ condos, 
three star economy 150 250  150  240  140  230  150  250  110  180  110  190  110  180  120  200  160  270  170  280 

All values in US$

Notes:
1. The above indicative construction costs per square foot for a spectrum of types of properties show a low to high range for each building type. These costs have been derived both from our indicing of materials, plant and labour and our 
on-the ground expert opinion, and experience of the market in each jurisdiction.
2. Bahamas escalation is 7.87%, which was driven by the introduction of 7.5% VAT on all materials, goods and services implemented in 2013/14.

The following table provides an upper and lower range of indicative construction costs for each jurisdiction on each property type.  
The costs are driven from our year-on-year escalation calculations and the range is intended to provide readers with data to 95% 
confidence intervals from our data analysis. Graphical representations of the below indicative construction costs are shown on the 
following page.
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Item Bahamas Barbados BVI Cayman Curacao Jamaica St Lucia St Maarten Trinidad &
Tobago

Turks &
Caicos

DESCRIPTION 
* See Page 33   Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High

SALES - US$/ Sq. Ft.

Residential high quality 530 880 450 750 500 830 380 630 280 470 180 290 340 570 410 690 260 420 510 850

Residential medium quality 190 320 170 290 270 450 230 380 140 230 140 230 190 320 250 410 150 250 240 400

Residential modest quality 120 190 110 180 170 270 150 250 80 130 80 140 90 150 210 350 90 150 150 250

RENTAL LEVELS - US$/Sq. Ft.

Offices, 1-3 storey, shell 25 40 25 40 20 30 30 50 30 40 10 20 20 40 25 40 20 30 20 40

Offices, 1-3 storey,
inc. fitout 25 40 25 40 25 40 40 70 30 40 15 30 25 40 40 60 20 30 25 40

High rise, 4 to 8 stories, 
shell 25 40 20 40 20 40 30 50 30 40 10 20 20 30 25 40 20 30 20 40

High rise, 4 to 8 stories,
inc. fitout 25 40 25 40 30 50 40 70 30 40 15 30 25 40 30 50 20 40 30 50

Specialist offices 40 70 25 40 40 60 40 70 30 50 20 30 30 50 40 60 30 40 30 50

Storage or warehouse 
structures 15 30 7 20 10 20 20 30 10 20 5 10 5 10 20 30 5 10 10 20

Retail, single-storey 20 40 30 50 15 30 30 50 30 40 15 30 20 30 25 40 20 40 30 50

Hotels/ condos, 
five star urban 660 1100 310 520 300 490 270 440 190 320 210 350 300 500 200 330 180 300 490 820

Hotels/ condos, 
five star low-rise 380 630 290 480 300 490 270 440 140 240 160 260 300 500 200 330 150 250 530 880

Hotels/ condos, 
three star economy 150 250 90 150 100 170 140 220 70 120 70 120 90 150 90 150 90 150 230 380

All values in US$

Average Rental and Sales Values (USD per Sq. Ft.)

 
 

The following table provides an upper and lower range of average rental and sales values for each jurisdiction on each 
property type. Graphical representations of the rental and sales values are shown on the following page.

Note:
1. The above average rental and sales values per square foot for a spectrum of types of properties show a low to high range for each building type. These costs have been derived both from our indicing of materials, plant and labour and 
our on-the ground expert opinion, and experience of the market in each jurisdiction.
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Utilising a weighted average of the indicative construction costs 
across select property types from our ‘Country Construction 
Cost Escalation’ results, we can continue to track the level of 
construction costs throughout the sample jurisdictions.

Utilising St. Lucia as the base rate (with a value of 1.00) we can 
observe from the chart below that Curacao (-7%) continues 
to offer the overall cheapest construction in the region, with 
Jamaica, St Maarten, St. Lucia, Trinidad and Tobago and 
Curacao all falling within +/- 7% of the base rate.  

In stark contrast, significant increases in construction costs 
arise throughout the remaining five Caribbean jurisdictions 
which comprise; Bahamas, Cayman Islands, Turks and 
Caicos, British Virgin Islands and Barbados, where pricing 
levels range between 33% to 39% above the St. Lucia base 
rate.  Not surprisingly, with the exception of Barbados all of 
these are located in the central and northern Caribbean and 

Average Construction Costs by Country
therefore more subject to the US markets and arguably the 
higher specification demands of this client base.

Detailed analysis into geographical positioning unfortunately 
only offers a limited insight to supplement these results, 
however the findings can perhaps be validated by the 
following; i) The Bahamas continues to benefit from major 
inward investment and huge visitor numbers to sustain the 
market place, ii) Turks and Caicos, Cayman Islands and the 
British Virgin Islands continue to be strongly influenced by 
their size and location, which drive increased importation 
costs and dramatically affect labour, material rates and 
the general cost of living, and iii) Barbados, which suffers 
from many of the characteristics of Turks and Caicos, 
Cayman Islands and the British Virgin Islands ,  is also 
compounded by local taxes. Recent increases in market 
activity throughout 2015 and 2016 could now be the catalyst 
for future construction cost increases.

Bid Environment:

Item Description of Market Conditions
Factoring 

Reductions and/ 
or Increases

Indicative 
Percentage (%) 
Overhead and 
Profit Sought

1
Very aggressive bid environment with multiple bidders, vendors, subcontractors and contractors (lump sum 
hard bids) are willing to bid work at or below cost in order to pay for leased equipment and keep critical 
work force employed. They have no or critically low backlog. They are operating in the red and need work.

At cost 5 

2

An aggressive bid environment with coverage in all levels of contracting. Owners are able to get participation 
for all work. Contractors have a little backlog but are still aggressively looking for work. The workforce and 
equipment is not at 100% capacity and close to operating at a loss. Bidders will place a minimal profit on 
the work being bid.

Just above cost 10 

3

This is a neutral bid environment. Owners are able to get participation in all work, but may have difficulty 
getting work/bids from speciality contractors. The contractor’s labour force and equipment is operating at 
capacity with the flexibility to complete all work on the books. Contractors have, and are not concerned 
about backlog.

Neutral Historical       
Aggressive for profit 15

4
Contractors are operating at capacity. They are having difficulty completing work on hand. The backlog is 
at 100% capacity. Owners will have difficulty finding bidders for some of the specialty contractors. All tier 
contractors will bid work at a higher than average profit margin. 

Marginally Agressive 
above average profit  20

5

Contractors are operating above capacity. They cannot complete the work they have on hand without 
aggressive hiring, significant equipment procurement and/or expediting materials for projects. Contractors 
are pricing work with an aggressive mark up/profit. Owners are having difficulty getting participation for 
proposed projects.

Aggressive well 
above average 25

The Bid Environment can be categorised into five scenarios as per the following table:

Regional Benchmark Indices
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Average Overhead and Profit Margins 2016

Research suggests that the current Bid Environment in each jurisdiction can be identified as follows:

Note:
1. The average overhead and profit margin percentages are typical for projects ranging from $1M to $5M in Construction Cost. Average overhead and profit margin percentages for higher cost projects are expected to be less due 
to economies of scale.
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Escalation forecasts continue to be guided by the 
culmination of reputable local data sources and world 
market indices in order to determine the basic construction 
cost elements, materials, plant and labour in conjunction 
with other Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

Global market commodity trading forecasts remain 
fundamental to our projections for the region over the 
medium term. Implementing revised historical data for 
2015, and updating our 2014 material, we can determine 
that whilst negative escalation in the high single digits 
occurred in consolidated labour, plant and material costs 
in 2015, regionally these costs are only expected to fall an 
average 2.78% in 2016. Furthermore, this negative trend 
seems set to be reversed in 2017 and beyond as market 
confidence and the somewhat delayed recovery begin to 
filter through to the region.

Overall the near term outlook for many industrial commodities 
still appears to be uncertain. Since our last forecast update, 
despite signs that global economic growth was finally 
beginning to recover after consistently disappointing growth 
for a number of years, most commodity prices nose-dived 

Forecast Escalation
in 2015. Whilst we have seen some modest gains in 2016 
these gains are likely to remain relatively modest moving 
forward and for some time. Crude oil, iron ore and coal have 
experienced the largest negative price fluctuations and 
the general consensus is that none of these three hugely 
significant commodities will be seeing a notable increase in 
pricing in the short to medium term.

All commodity prices are projected to rise slightly in 2017, 
but only nickel and iron ore are expected to increase more 
than 10%.

It will be interesting to see how these forecasts will impact the 
Caribbean and the level of construction and development 
activity in the region. The appetite for new investment that 
had slowly re-entered the market in 2012/13 has continued 
to gain a little momentum, albeit at a very measured and 
slow pace. However, the uncertain long term affects of 
Brexit and the inevitable fall-out following the November 
2016 US presidential election will undoubtedly further slow 
the pace of development until the markets reaction to both 
of these significant global events can be measured and 
quantified.

Cost research on an ongoing basis includes, but is not restricted to the following cost elements, which represent common costs of 
construction within the region. A weighting has then been applied to proportion the percentage of the value of each element against 
a notional whole project cost: 

Bahamas Barbados BVI Cayman Curacao Jamaica St. Lucia St. Maarten Trinidad Turks & 
Caicos Average

Consolidated Labour, Plant and Material

2012 1.46% 0.24% 0.59% 0.41% 0.41% 0.76% 0.24% 0.41% 0.24% 0.24% 0.50%

2013 -2.75% -3.10% -2.93% -3.10% -3.10% -3.10% -3.28% -3.10% -3.10% -3.10% -3.07%

2014 -1.79% -1.79% -1.61% -1.79% -1.61% -1.79% -1.61% -1.79% -1.44% -1.96% -1.72%

2015 -7.02% -7.19% -7.02% -7.12% -7.19% -7.02% -7.02% -7.19% -6.91% -6.67% -7.04%

2016 -2.71% -2.71% -2.82% -2.82% -2.89% -2.89% -2.89% -2.89% -2.71% -2.47% -2.78%

2017 3.61% 3.54% 3.54% 3.61% 3.61% 3.54% 3.54% 3.54% 3.61% 3.72% 3.59%

Material
 - 8’’ Hollow-core Concrete Block
 - Ready-mix Concrete 4000 psi pump mix
 - Washed Concrete sand
 - Aggregate, 3/4 ‘’
 - Cement
 - 3/4’’ rebar
 - 5/8’’ plywood
 - 30lb Roofing Felt
 - 2’’ x 8’’ pressure treated rafter
 - Plaster Sand
 - 1/2’’ regular sheetrock

 - Semi-gloss latex based white paint
 - 16’’ x 16’’ ceramic floor tiles
 - Hollow-core flush door 3’ 0’’ x 6’ 8’’
 - Copper tubing  3/8’’ diameter
 - PVC Pipe 1 1/2” sch 40 - pressure
 - Plant
 - Dump truck -12 cy
 - Backhoe
 - D3
 - Excavator, 20 tonne

Source: Credit Suisse Commodity Forecasts October 2015

Labour
 - Labourer, non-skilled
 - Skilled carpenter
 - Painter/ finisher
 - Tiler
 - Mason (excl. helper)
 - Plumber (excl. helper)
 - Electrician
 - Foreman/ Supervisor
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The following charts are intended as visual 
representation of construction cost by building 
type. The nature of our escalation forecast 
modelling means that all charts follow the same 
shape, but remain useful on an individual level 
for those wishing to forecast for specific types of 
construction in Particular regions.

Country Construction
Cost Escalation
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As an aid to identifying developing 
‘Hot-spots”, this map shows year-on-

year escalation percentage change in 
regional construction costs.

Caribbean Map
The data collected over the past six years enables us to trend our findings and forecast escalation costs, which can be seen in the 
cumulative percentage escalation chart below.

Overall Market Trend
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Note:
Map is not shown
in accurate scale.Source: Credit Suisse Commodity Forecasts.
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Latin America’s economy remained depressed in the first 
half of 2016 and weakness carried over into the second 
half. After having entered into recession in the final quarter 
of 2015, regional GDP contracted 1.2% annually in Q1 and 
fell a further 1.0% in Q2. 

Argentina, Brazil and Ecuador continue to see economic 
turbulence and each country’s GDP recorded a contraction 
in the second quarter of 2016.

In Venezuela, available data suggests that the economy 
remains mired in a deep crisis and a dark cloud is looming 
over the country’s short-term outlook.

Meanwhile, recent GDP data from across the continent 
show a deceleration in economic activity in Chile, Colombia 
and Peru. The only countries in which GDP growth gained 
momentum in Q2 were Mexico, Paraguay and Uruguay. 

Looking at the countries in the region, economists cut the 
2016 growth projections for Argentina and Colombia, while 
they left the projections unchanged for the region’s major 
players Brazil, Chile and Mexico. Ecuador, Paraguay and 
Peru were the only economies for which the economic 
experts raised their forecasts.

Brazil’s deep recession continued to abate in Q3, after 
GDP recorded the smallest fall in one year in Q2. Depleted 
government finances remain a source of concern and 
tax revenues in August 2016 were the lowest in seven 
years for that month. On the political front, a reduction 
in political noise following Rousseff’s impeachment has 
led the government to turn its attention to much-needed 
reforms. It announced a privatization plan in September 
and presented a critical constitutional amendment to cap 
public spending to Congress. While these are steps in 
the right direction, a number of hurdles lie in the way of 
implementation. The constitutional amendment must pass 
by two-thirds in both houses of Congress and it remains to 
be seen if President Michel Temer can gather the support 
needed. Recent opinion polls show that Temer is facing an 
abysmal public approval rating of under 30%.

Brazil’s economy is expected to remain in a deep recession 
this year as austerity measures, tight credit conditions and 
high unemployment weigh on consumption. 

On 2 October 2016, in a close but surprising result, 
Colombians voted to reject the peace agreement between 
the government and the FARC. The result represents 
a political blow to President Juan Manuel Santos, but 
despite this, he has passed a long awaited tax reform bill 
in Congress which is designed to offset the shortfall in oil 

Market Overview
revenues. This year, economists were already expecting 
growth to hit a seven-year low due to low oil prices 
and tepid global demand. This rejection of the peace 
agreement could further hurt the country’s outlook by 
raising political uncertainty. Analysts expect the economy 
to grow 2.1% in 2016, whilst for 2017, economic growth of 
2.7% is expected. 

In Panama, supported by expansions in construction, 
public utilities and services, GDP growth accelerated from 
a two-year low of 4.6% in Q1 to a stronger 5.2% in Q2. 
The reading suggests that the short-term economic impact 
of the Panama Papers has been limited. The acceleration, 
however, masks worrisome aspects of the economy that 
point to an ongoing deceleration. In the first seven months 
of this year, Panama Canal earnings dropped 4.3% and 
cargo movements in Panamanian ports contracted at 
a double-digit rate. Economic activity expanded at the 
slowest rate in seven months in July despite including 
the earnings from the expanded Panama Canal for the 
first time. The Government is implementing a strategic 
spending plan in key sectors, such as financial services, 
agriculture, logistics and tourism, as well as in airport, port 
and road infrastructure to consolidate Panama as a major 
global trade hub. This was in addition to the USD 5.5 billion 
spent on the Panama Canal expansion project, which has 
been the main part of the economic growth agenda. This 
strategic government plan also included policies to boost 
investments in hospitals, education, sanitation and other 
basic services, particularly in rural areas where poverty 
rates are much higher.

Overall, Latin America markets remains on the agenda for 
all investors due to potential for great upsides, but there is 
great caution to be deployed in choosing where to invest 
and when.
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Notes:
1. Source: The World Factbook 2016. Washington, DC: Central Intelligence Agency, 2016 . https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/index.html
2. Currency exchange rates are for general information purposes only and are subject to change at any time. Rates are valid as of October 2016.

Country
Local Currency 

Exchange Rate to 
US$1.00

Land
Area

Capital
City

Population
(2016 est.)

Workforce
(2015 est.)

GDP (ppp)
(US$)

GDP/ Capita
(US$)

Key Industries
(Exc. Construction)

Brazil BRL 3.16 8,459,417
Sq. Km. Brasilia 205,823,665 109.2 million $3.192 trillion

(2015 est.)
$15,600
(2015 est.)

Agriculture, textiles, shoes, chemicals, cement, lumber, 
iron ore, tin, steel, aircraft, motor vehicles and parts, other 
machinery and equipment

Colombia COP 2930 1,038,700
Sq. Km. Bogota 47,220,856 24.17 million $667.4 billion

(2015 est.)
$13,800
(2015 est.)

Agriculture, textiles, food processing, oil, clothing and 
footwear, beverages, chemicals, cement; gold, coal, 
emeralds

Panama US 1.00 74,340
Sq. Km. 

Panama 
City 3,705,246 1.587 million $87.2 billion

(2015 est.)
$21,800
(2015 est.)

Agriculture, construction, brewing, cement and other 
construction materials, sugar milling

General and Government Statistics

Notes:
1. Source: www.focus-economics.com
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Colombia Regional Construction Cost Differences
Based on the size of Colombia, we have provided a table to identify internal regional construction cost fluctuations across 
the country. Using Bogota as our benchmark, the table identifies the adjustment indices for the region. As can be observed, 
Colombia construction costs are fairly consistent and aligned to Bogota, with the range less than 2% across the sample group.

Colombia: State - City % of Change

1 Barranquilla - Atlantico 0.78%

2 Bogotá D.C. 0.00%

3 Cali - Valle del Cauca 0.84%

4 Medellin - Antioquia 1.13%

Below is a graphical representation of the cost differences:

Panama Regional Construction Cost Differences
Based on the size of Panama, we have provided a table to identify internal regional construction cost fluctuations across the 
country. Using Panama City as our benchmark, the table identifies the adjustment indices for the region. 

Panama: State - City % of Change

1 Bocas Del Toro -5%

2 Chiriqui -3%

3 Comarca Ngöbe Buglé 2%

4 Veraguas -3%

5 Herrera -1%

6 Los Santos -1%

7 Coclé -3%

8 Colón -1%

9 Panamá 0.00%

10 Comarca Kula Yala 2%

11 Comarca Emberá (Cermarco) 2%

12 Darién -2%

13 Comarca Emberá (Sambú) 2%

Below is a graphical representation of the cost differences:

Brazil: State - City % of Change

1 Rio de Janeiro - Rio de Janeiro 3.89%

2 São Paulo - São Paulo 0.00%

3 Paraná - Curitiba -7.68%

4 Amazonas - Manaus -4.24%

5 Distrito Federal - Brasilia -5.58%

6 Mato Grosso - Cuiabá -6.57%

7 Santa Catarina - Florianòpolis -8.88%

8 Minas Gerais - Belo Horizonte -10.13%

9 Pernambouco - Recife -10.11%

10 Alagoas - Maceió -10.11%

11 Espirito Santo - Vitoria -9.89%

12 Maranhão - São Luiz -10.31%

13 Paraiba - João Pessoa -11.04%

14 Goiás - Goiânia -11.48%

Brazil Regional Construction Cost Differences

Brazil: State - City % of Change

15 Pará - Belém -12.15%

16 Amapa - Macapá -12.15%

17 Rio grande do Norte - Natal -11.75%

18 Mato Grosso do sul - Campo grande -13.42%

19 Bahia - Salvador -14.52%

20 Sergipe - Aracaju -14.52%

21 Ceará - Fortaleza -15.26%

22 Rio grande do sul - Porto alegre -16.66%

23 Piaui - Teresina -17.42%

24 Roraima - Boa Vista n/a

25 Acre - Rio Branco n/a

26 Rondônia - Porto Velho n/a

27 Tocantins - Palmas n/a

Based on the size of Brazil, we have provided a table to identify internal regional construction cost fluctuations across the 
country. Using São Paulo as our benchmark, the table identifies the adjustment indices for the region. As can be observed, 
price ranges fluctuate considerably in Brazil; by in excess of 20%.

Below is a graphical representation of the above table:
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Regional map showing location cost fluctuations from base locations. 
(Bogota, Colombia  -  São Paulo, Brazil  -  Panama City, Panama)
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Brazil, Colombia and Panama Map

Item Based on São Paulo
BRL$/m2

DESCRIPTION
* See Page 33 for detailed descriptions

Low High

RESIDENTIAL

High quality home  4,500  7,500

Medium quality home  2,800  4,500

Modest quality home  2,300  3,800

High quality apartment  4,000  7,000

Medium quality apartment  2,900  4,800

Modest quality apartment  2,500  4,000

OFFICES/ COMMERCIAL

High quality office fit-out / city centre  3,500  6,000

Medium quality office fit-out / city centre  2,500  3,500

INDUSTRIAL/ WAREHOUSE

High-tech factory/ laboratory  2,800  4,800

Large warehouse distribution centre  1,400  3,000

Warehouse/ factory unit  950  1,700

RETAIL

Large shopping centre/ mall, shell and core  1,700  3,000

Supermarket/ hypermarket  1,400  2,800

HOTELS

Luxury excl. FF&E - refurbishment  5,800  6,500

4 star excl. FF&E - refurbishment  2,700  4,800

3 star excl. FF&E - new construction 2,500  3,500

Brazil – Typical Building Costs (BRL$ per m2)

Notes (pg. 29, 30 & 31):
1. All building costs for Latin America are shown in m2 (1 m2 = 10.764 sq. ft.).
2. Costs are given in local currency per m² of gross floor area, measured to the external face of the external walls.
3. All costs are indicative averages, and have many caveats. 
4. Figures exclude land costs, professional and legal fees, plus all other soft costs, which should be added to the costs in this study. 
5. Currency exchange rates are valid as of October 2016. Refer to the Goverment and Statistics table on page 26 for exchange rates. 
6. Please consult BCQS in relation to the averages used above to seek any clarification. 

The following table and chart provides an upper and lower range of typical Brazilian building costs shown in local currency.

BRL$ per m2

Note:
Maps and location placement are not shown in accurate scale..
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Item Based on Bogota
COP/m2

DESCRIPTION
* See Page 33 for detailed descriptions

Low High

RESIDENTIAL

High quality home  2,113,000  2,958,000 

Medium quality home  1,645,000  2,303,000 

Modest quality home  1,403,000  1,965,000 

High quality apartment  1,985,000  2,978,000 

Medium quality apartment  1,609,000  2,413,000 

Modest quality apartment  1,252,000  2,128,000

OFFICES/ COMMERCIAL

High quality  office fit-out / city centre  1,478,000  2,513,000 

Medium quality office fit-out / city centre  1,285,000  2,185,000 

INDUSTRIAL/ WAREHOUSE

High-tech factory/ laboratory  2,622,000  3,933,000 

Large warehouse distribution centre  785,000  1,177,000 

Warehouse/ factory unit  785,000  1,177,000 

RETAIL

Large shopping centre/ mall, shell and core  1,483,000  2,076,000 

Supermarket/ hypermarket  1,327,000  1,857,000 

HOTELS

Luxury excl. FF&E - refurbishment  2,497,000  3,496,000 

4 star excl. FF&E - refurbishment  1,639,000  2,294,000 

3 star excl. FF&E - new construction  1,522,000  2,130,000 

Colombia – Typical Building Costs (COP$ per m2)
The following table and chart provides an upper and lower range of typical Colombian building costs shown in local currency.

THOUSANDS 

COP$ per m2
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Item Based on Panama City
US$/m2

DESCRIPTION
* See Page 33 for detailed descriptions

Low High

RESIDENTIAL

High quality home  1,400  2,000

Medium quality home  1,000  1,400

Modest quality home  600  1,000

High quality apartment  1,750  2,000

Medium quality apartment  1,000  1,400

Modest quality apartment  700  1,100

OFFICES/ COMMERCIAL

High quality  office fit-out / city centre  1,200  1,800

Medium quality office fit-out / city centre  900  1,150

INDUSTRIAL/ WAREHOUSE

High-tech factory/ laboratory  1,900  3,000

Large warehouse distribution centre  590  1,000

Warehouse/ factory unit  590  1,000

RETAIL

Large shopping centre/ mall, shell and core  1,100  1,800

Supermarket/ hypermarket  1,100  1,800

HOTELS

Luxury excl. FF&E - refurbishment  1,800  3,000

4 star excl. FF&E - refurbishment  1,200  2,000

3 star excl. FF&E - new construction  1,000  1,900

Panama – Typical Building Costs (US$ per m2)
The following table and chart provides an upper and lower range of typical Panama building costs shown in local currency.

US$ per m2
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Notes

ADDITIONAL NOTES:

This report is intended as a guide only. Should the reader require detailed construction advice, 
then the services of a professional RICS accredited and professionally indemnified Quantity 
Surveyor should be sought.  BCQS International accepts no responsibility for results of the actions 
of individuals acting directly through the findings of this report.

Whilst we have made every effort to ensure that all rates and statistics herein are accurate, BCQS 
International accepts no responsibility for the accuracy of the sources of such rates and statistics.

Sources have been referred to where appropriate. Although extensive research has been carried 
out in the compilation of this report, much of it has been generated in-house, and not all references 
have been named. We hereby extend our thanks to those sources known to us through professional 
relationships, suppliers, employment brokers, plant hire companies etc. throughout our named 
jurisdictions.

Neither the whole nor any part of this report or any reference to it may be included in any published 
document, circular or statement nor published in any way without BCQS International’s written 
approval of the form and context in which it may appear.

BCQS International gives no warranty, representation or assurance that the statements, conclusions 
and opinions expressed or implied in this report are accurate or valid.  BCQS International has 
prepared this report without any acceptance or responsibility on their part to agents outside of the 
employ of BCQS International.

Due to current volatile financial markets, our findings should be regarded as valid for a limited 
period of three months, after which they will be subject to re-examination.

The building types referred to in the cost indicator sections are as follows:

CARIBBEAN

1.00  Block and steel construction, pitched shingle roofs on sarking felt, cedar doors 
and windows, wood finish or porcelain floor tiling, solid surface countertops, 
electrical, hot and cold plumbing

2.00 As above but with ceramic floor tiling, fiberglass shingle roofing, laminated 
plastic countertops, standard jalousie windows, electrical, hot and cold 
plumbing

3.00 Block and steel walls, sheet metal roofing, ceramic floor, aluminium jalousie 
windows, outside laundry tubs, cold water plumbing with electrical

4.00 Walled and metal sheet roofed, electrical and water
5.00 Open plan, bathrooms, glass storefront
6.00 Shell only partitioned, staircase, package units A/C, bathrooms, doors and 

aluminium windows
7.00 Fitted out partitioned, staircase, package units A/C, bathrooms, doors and 

aluminium windows
8.00 As above shell only, with elevators 
9.00 As above fitted out, with elevators 
10.00 Including medical centres, laboratories, restaurants, etc.
11.00 Five-Star high rise urban 
12.00 Low rise Five-Star resort with normal facilities
13.00 Low rise Three-Star economy hotel with normal facilities

IMPERIAL

Length

1 inch 2.54 cm

1 foot 12 in 0.3048 m

1 yard (yd) 3 ft 0.9144 m

1 mile 1760 yd 1.6093 km

Area

1 sq inch (in2) 6.4516 cm2

1 sq foot (ft2) 144 in2 0.0929 m2

1 sq yard (yd2) 9 ft2 0.8361 m2

1 acre 4840 yd2 4046.9 m2

Capacity / Volume

1 cu inch (in3) 16.387 cm3

1 cu foot (ft3) 1728 in3 0.0283 m3

1 fluid ounce (fl oz) 28.413 ml

1 pint (pt) 20 fl oz 0.5683 litre

1 gallon (gal) 8 pt 4.5461 litre

Mass (weight)

1 ounce (oz) 437.5 grains 28.35 g

1 pound (lb) 16 oz 0.4536 kg

1 stone 14 lb 6.3503 kg

1 ton 20 cwt 1.016 t

There is no regional pattern of quantification within the region in terms of metric or imperial systems. The following is intended as a 
guide to the conversion rates of the most common units of measurement within the construction industry in the region.

METRIC

Length

1 millimetre (mm) .0394 in

1 centimetre (cm) 10 mm .03937 in

1 metre (m) 100 cm 1.0936

1 Kilometre (km) 1000 m .6214 mile

Area

1 sq cm (cm2) 100m2 .1550 in2

1 sq metre (m2) 10000 cm2 1.1960 yd2

1 hectare 10000 m2 2.4711 acres

1 sq km (km2) 100 ha .3861 mile2

Capacity / Volume

1 cu ccm (cm3) .0610 in3

1 cu decimetre (dm3) 1000 cm3 .0353 ft3

1 cu metre (m3) 1000 dm3 1.3080 yd3

1 litre (litre) 1 dm3 1.76 pt

1 hectolitre (hl) 1000 litre 21.997 gal

Mass (weight)

1 milligram (mg) .0154 grain

1 gram (g) 1000 mg .0353 oz

1 kiligram (kg) 1000 g 2.2046 lb

1 tonne (t) 1000 kg 09842 ton

Weights and Measures

LATIN AMERICA

High quality residential home:  New construction, high quality finishes, complete MEPF network 
including sanitary fixtures, including swimming pool

Medium quality residential home:  New construction, medium quality finishes, complete MEPF 
network including sanitary fixtures, including swimming pool
 
Modest quality residential home:  New construction, modest quality finishes, complete MEPF 
network including sanitary fixtures, including swimming pool

High quality fit-out works within existing residential apartment:  Refurbishment of an existing 
apartment, high quality finishes to floors/ walls/ ceiling, new MEPF network including new sanitary 
fixtures
 
Medium fit-out works within existing residential apartment:  Full strip out works of an existing 
apartment, medium quality finishes to floors/ walls/ ceiling, mechanical and electrical services and 
lighting upgrade
 
Modest fit-out works within existing residential apartment:  Refurbish existing apartment with 
medium quality finishes

High quality office fit-out/ city centre:  Acoustical quality suspended ceiling, internal partitioning 
with acoustic consideration, mechanical, electrical, plumbing and fire safety installations including 
lighting upgrade, installation of below floor power distribution and data cabling, enhanced finishes 
to bathrooms, tenant stand-by power generation and UPS, IT and telecommunications installations, 
adaptation of life safety systems and signage, decoration and branding, high quality carpet generally, 
specialist finishes to reception/lobby  
  
Medium quality office fit-out/ city centre:  As above, but with medium quality finishes

High-tech factory/ laboratory:  Pad foundation system including strip footings, reinforced concrete 
ground floor slab and vapor barrier, structural steel frame including all columns and beams, curtain 
glazed facade, metal wall cladding and insulation, concrete staircase and CMU wall, internal 
partitioning and doors, medium quality finishes to floor, walls and ceiling, plumbing and drainage 
system to the overall building and sanitary fixtures, electrical system including generator set, 
communication/ alarms/ data system including CCTV system/ cameras/ access control, telephone/ 
WIFI system, audio/ video system and TV and screen projection, air handing units, air distribution 
ductwork and extract and supply grilles, exhaust system, elevator and scissor lift, sprinkler system

Large warehouse distribution centre:  Pad foundation system including strip footings and reinforced 
concrete ground floor slab, roofing structural steel frame, in-situ reinforced concrete to columns and 
beams, external CMU wall with metal wall cladding, Internal partitioning and doors, modest quality 
finishes to floor, walls and ceiling, plumbing and drainage system to the overall building and sanitary 
fixtures, electrical system including generator set, UPS system to store, communication/ alarms/ data 
system including CCTV system/cameras/access control, telephone/WIFI system, audio/video system, 

air handing units to stores only, air distribution ductwork and extract and supply grilles, exhaust 
system, sprinkler system

Warehouse/factory unit: Pad foundation system including strip footings and reinforced concrete 
ground floor slab, reinforced concrete including all columns and beams: using bolted connections for 
secondary beams / primary beams, external CMU wall, internal partitioning and doors, modest quality 
finishes to floor, walls and ceiling, plumbing and drainage system to the overall building and sanitary 
fixtures, Electrical system including generator set, communication/ alarms/ data system including 
CCTV system/ cameras/ access control and telephone/ WIFI system, air handing units, air distribution 
ductwork and extract and supply grilles, exhaust system, sprinkler system

Large shopping centre / mall - shell and core:  Shell & core in concrete, glazed curtain wall façade, 
reinforced concrete staircase, CMU walls, Internal partitioning and doors, high quality finishes to 
floor, walls and ceiling, Plumbing and drainage system to the overall building and sanitary fixtures, 
electrical system including generator set, UPS system, BMS system, communication/ alarms/ data 
system including CCTV system/ cameras/ access control, telephone/ WIFI system and audio/ video 
system, air handing units, air distribution ductwork and extract and supply grilles, exhaust system, 
elevators and scissor lift, sprinkler system, landscape works
  
Supermarket/ hypermarket:  Pad foundation system including strip footings, reinforced concrete 
ground floor slab and reinforced concrete including all columns and beams, external CMU wall, 
internal partitioning and doors, modest quality finishes to floor, walls and ceiling, plumbing and 
drainage system to the overall building and sanitary fixtures, electrical system including generator 
set, communication/ alarms/ data system including CCTV system/ cameras/ access control and 
telephone/ WIFI system, air handing units, air distribution ductwork and extract and supply grilles, 
exhaust system, sprinkler system

Luxury hotel, excl. FF&E:  Refurbishment of an existing building, full strip-out of an existing building, 
structural modifications to be compliant with the design, new external glazed façade and windows to 
overall building, internal partitioning with acoustic consideration, high quality finishes to new public 
and guestroom area with some iconic construction elements, new plumbing and drainage system to 
the overall building and sanitary fixtures to public, guestroom and back of house area, new electrical 
system including generator set, UPS system, BMS system, new communication/ alarms/ data system 
including CCTV system/ cameras/ access control, telephone/ WIFI system and audio/ video system, 
air handing units, air distribution ductwork and extract & supply grilles, exhaust system, elevators, 
sprinkler system
 
4 star hotel, excl. FF&E:  Refurbishment of an existing building. As above but with medium finishes
  
3 star hotel, excl. FF&E:  New construction, new shell and core in concrete, glazed façade and 
windows to overall building, concrete staircase and CMU wall, internal partitioning and doors, medium 
quality finishes to floor, walls and ceiling, new plumbing and drainage system to the overall building 
and sanitary fixtures, new electrical system including generator set, UPS system, BMS system, new 
communication/ alarms/ data system including CCTV system/ cameras/ access control, telephone/ 
WIFI system and audio/ video system, air handing units, air distribution ductwork and extract and 
supply grilles, exhaust system, elevators, sprinkler system, landscape works
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BCQS Offices

BAHAMAS
Caves Village
Professional Center
PO Box SP-62516
Nassau
Bahamas
T. +1 242 327 7153
E. dns@bcqs.com
Contact: Daria Stubbs

BARBADOS
“Orena”
St. Lawrence
Main Road 
Christ Church 
Barbados
T. +1 246 428 8091 
E. samin@bcqs.com 
Contact: Sanjay Amin

BERMUDA
“Whitehall” 
1 Park Road
Hamilton 
HM HX
Bermuda
T. +1 441 292 1718
E. tberry@bcqs.com 
Contact: Tim Berry

BRAZIL
Rua Da Consolação 3367, 10º Andar
Cj101, Edifício Jardim Flávia
Cerqueira César
São Paulo, SP 01416-001
Brazil
T. +55 11 2373 5949
E. jslattery@bcqs.com 
Contact: James Slattery

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS
Abbott Building 
P.O. Box 3160 
Road Town
Tortola 
British Virgin Islands 
T. +1 284 494 7144 
E. bbutler@bcqs.com 
Contact: Ben Butler

CAYMAN ISLANDS
Whitehall House
P.O. Box 871
Grand Cayman
KY1-1103
Cayman Islands
T. +1 345 949 8644 
E. ljd@bcqs.com 
Contact: Liam Day

COLOMBIA
Calle 45 
N°22-18 Of. 305
111311 
Bogotá  
Colombia
T. +57 1 285 8985
E. javilan@bcqs.com 
Contact: Jorge Avilán

GUYANA
Lot 1, Thorne Drive
DurbanSP.
Backlands
Georgetown
Guyana
T. +1 592 227 1161
E. samin@bcqs.com 
Contact: Sanjay Amin

JAMAICA
Goldson Barrett Johnson
1 Oxford Terrace 
Kingston 5
Jamaica 
West Indies
T. +1 876 926 2418 
E. bgoldson@bcqs.com 
Contact: Brian Goldson

TURKS AND CAICOS
The Saltmills
Grace Bay Road
P.O. Box 158
Providenciales
Turks & Caicos Islands
T. +1 649 946 4238
E. staylor@bcqs.com 
Contact: Simon Taylor

ST LUCIA
Rodney Bay
Gros Islet
P.O. Box Choc 8044
St. Lucia
West Indies
T. +1 246 428 8091 
E. samin@bcqs.com 
Contact: Sanjay Amin

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
8 Herbert Street
St. Clair
P.O. Box 1420
Port-of-Spain
Trinidad and Tobago 
T. +1 868 622 2277
E. kcallender@bcqs.com
Contact: Ken A. Callender
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